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Abstract Materials and Methods

We analyzed 47 prImary sporadic human renal cell carcinomas (39
clear cell and 8 non-clear cell) for mutations of the von lflppd-Llndau
(VHL) tumor suppremor gene using the polymerase chain reaction and
single strand conformatlonal polymorphism analysis of DNA. All of the
positive cases In single strand conformatlonal polymorphism analyses
were further characterized by direct sequencing. Somatic mutations were
detected in 22 (56%) of 39 clear cell renal carcinomas Including 15
deletions, 3 insertIons, 3 mlssense mutations, and 1 nonsense mutation.
Nineteen of these mutations predicted to produce truncation of the VHL
protein. These mutations mainly occurred in the last one-third region of
exons 1, 2, and 3. In additiOn,loss of beterozygosity of the VHLgene was
observed In 16 (84%) of 19 informative clear cell renal carcinomas. No
somatic mutations were detected in 8 non-clear cell carcinomas. These
results show that the VHL tumor suppressor gene Is one of the major
tumor suppressor genes in human renal cell carcinomas, especially in the
clear cell subtype renal cell carcinoma. Clear cell carcinoma mIght be
distinguished from other pathological types of renal cell carcinomas by
molecular genetic techniques.

Introduction

RCC3 is the most common cancer among malignant neoplasms in
the kidney. Nearly 1000 patients die every year in Japan from RCC.
Several lines of evidence suggest that a number of genetic alterations
that activate protooncogenes or inactivate tumor suppressor genes are
involved in the development of human RCCs (1â€”3).Previous studies
on the LOH of restriction fragment length polymorphism markers at
chromosome 3p proved that at least three separate regions are critical
in the development of RCC, one coincident with VHL disease gene
locus at 3p25â€”26,one at 3p2l-.22 that may also be critical also in
small cell lung cancer, and one at 3pl3â€”14, that includes chromo
somal translocation point in familial human RCC(l, 4â€”7).Extensive
studies have been undertaken to isolate tumor suppressor genes in
these regions. Recently a tumor suppressor gene for VHL disease was
isolated (10). The identification of VHL gene mutations in sporadic
human RCC cell lines as well as in VHL patients suggested that this
gene might be strongly involved in the development of both sporadic
and hereditary RCCs. Here we examined the alterations of the VHL
tumor suppressor gene in the sporadic human RCCs. Our result shows
that the VHL tumor suppressor gene was mutated in clear cell renal
carcinomas.
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Materials. A total of47 primary human renal cell carcinomas and matched
normal kidney tissues were collected at Yokohama City University Hospital
and its affiliated hospitals (Table 1). All the tumor specimens were frozen
rapidly with liquid nitrogen. We received informed consent from each patient
for the analysis of DNA in tumor sample. All the tumors were classified
according to Thoenes' pathological typing of human renal cell carcinoma
(8). Comparison of classical WHO typing and Thoenes' typing are shown
in Table 1.

DNA Extraction and Southern Blotting. Highmolecularweightgenomic
DNAswereextractedfromtumorsandnormalkidneysbystandardprocedures.
Each DNA sample was digested with restriction enzymes, PsII or TaqI
(Takara Shuzo, Kyoto, Japan; New England Biolabs, Boston, MA), dcc

trophoresed in I .0% agarose gel, and transferred to nitrocellulose filters.
Nitrocelbubosefilters were hybridized with 1.65 kilobases of cloned cDNA
of the VHLgene, g7â€”11,labeled with a random priming procedure for the
analysis of loss of heterozygosity (9). Washing and autoradiography was
performed as described previously (2).

SSCP AnalysIs. The cloned portionof VHL cDNA has 3 exons with an
open reading frame of 852 nucleotides. The 6 sets of PCR primers were
synthesized according to the genomic sequence of the VHL gene with an
Applied Biosystems model 392 DNA synthesizer (Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, CA). PCR with each primer set provided 200-300-base pair PCR
products entirely covering the known open reading frame (Fig. 1; Table 2).
Each PCR reaction composed of5Oâ€”lOOng ofgenomic DNA; I X PCR buffer
(PCrIdnElmer Cetus, Norwalk, CT); 15 pmol of each PCR primer, 20 @M
concentrations each of dOTP, dATP, dTFP, and dCl'P with 0.15 g.d of
[a-33S)dATP of 1000 Ci/mmol (Amersham, England) and 0.5 unit of Taq
polymerase (Perkin Elmer Cetsis) in a total volume of 10 pJ 5% dimethyl

sulfoxide were included in PCR reactions for exon 1. The polymerase chain
reactions were performed on a DNA thermal cycler (Perkin Elmer Cetus)
for 40 cycles using the followingparameters:denaturationat 95Â°Cfor I
mm; annealing at 62Â°Cfor I mm; elongation at 72Â°Cfor 2â€”3mm. PCR
productswererunon MDEgel (Hydrolink;ATBiochemical,Malvern,PA)
for SSCP analysis in a sequence gel apparatus (Takara Shuzo, Kyoto,
Japan)at 5 W overnight. The gels were dried and exposed to X-ray films.
The exposed films were examined for the presence of abnormal electro
phoresis bands in SSCP and/or heteroduplex analyses.

DNA Sequencing. PCRproductswere sequenceddirectlyaccordingto the
manufacturer's protocol by United States Biochemical Corporation using
Dynabeads (Dynal, Inc., Oslo, Norway).

Results

Mutations of VHL Gene in Human RCCs. DNA-SSCP analyses
of 35S-labeled PCR samples showed abnormal electrophoresis pat
terns both in SSCP and/or heteroduplex analyses (Fig. 2). PCR prod

ucts in 22 cases that showed abnormalities in SSCP analyses were
sequenced by the direct sequence protocol using Dynabeads. Se
quence analyses revealed 15 cases of deletion, 3 insertions, 3 missense
mutations, and I nonsense mutation (Table I; Fig. 1). All mutations
were confirmed as somatic mutation by comparing the tumor DNAs to
those from normal corresponding tissues. Typical results are shown in
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Table1 PathoIogicalfeazure@stage,grade@and mutationofthe VHLgenein humanRCCsThmor
stage and grade are determined according to the tumor-nodes-metastasis @FNM)classifications by WHO. Pathological examinations are performed according to theWHO(Mostofi's)
classificationandtheThoenesclassification(8).Blanks,absenceof mutation.Eachnucleotidepositionis shownrelativeto thebeginningof theclonedVHLeDNA.NT,nucleotide;
T, stage; 0, grade; granular, granular cell carcinoma; clear, clear cell carcinoma; chromophilic, chromophilic cell carcinoma; chromophobe, chromophobc cellcarcinoma;deL,

deletion;ins.,insertion;mut.,pointmutation;NI,notinformative;+, lossofheterozygosityof theVHLgene;â€”,retentionof heterozygosityof theVHLgene;ND,notdetermined.Mutation

Thoenes'
Stage/ Classic (WHO) pathological Changes in codons oftheCase
grade pathological typing typing Exon Mutations in the VHLgene VHLgene LOH

VHL GENE MUTATIONS IN PRIMARY HUMAN RCC

119 T,/G3 Granular Chromophilic
120 T2/G2 Clear and granular a@
121 T@/G2@
122 T2/G2 Clear Clear
123 T@/G3 &llini duct &ffini duct
124 T@/G2 a@ Chromophobe
125 T2/G1 Clear Clear
126 T@/G2 Clear Chromophobe
128 T2/G2 Clear Chromophobe
133 T2/G2 Clear Clear
134 T2/G2 Clear Clear
135 T@/G2 Clear Clear
136 T@/G2 Clear Clear

137 T@/G2 Clear Clear
140 T@/G1 Clear Clear
143 TIG3 Spindle/pleomorphic Spindle/

pleomorphic
147 T2/G2 Clear Clear
148 T@/G2 Clear Clear
151 T@/G2 Granular Chromophilic
152 T@/G2 Clear Clear
156 Tb2 Clear Clear
157 T2/G2 Clear Clear
158 T@/G1 Clear Clear
159 T@/G2 Clear Clear
160 T@/G2 Clear Clear
161 T2/G2 Clear Clear
162 T2/G2 Clear Clear
163 T,/G2 Clear Clear
164 T2/G2 Clear Clear
165 T@/G2 Clear Clear
166 T@/G2 Clear Clear
167 T11G2 Clear Clear
168 TIG2 Clear and granular Clear
169 T@,/G1 Clear Clear
171 T,JG2 Clear Clear
172 T2/G2 Clear Clear
173 T@/G1 Clear Clear
174 T@/G2 Clear Clear
175 T@/G2 Clear Clear
176 T1/G2 Clear Clear
177 T@/G2 Clear Clear
178 T@/G2 Clear Clear
179 T@/G1 Clear Clear
180 T@/G3 Clear and granular Clear
181 T2/G2 Clear Clear
183 T@/G3 Granular Chromophilic
184 T@/G, Clear Clear

3 deLTatNT7Ol
2 mutatNT6l9(TtoA)
2 del. at 571â€”574,AGAG

Frame-shift, codon 234
Codon 207, F to I
Frame-shift, codon 191

1 ins. CAAA at NT 509 Frame-shift codon 170
2 deL at 5' end intron, from â€”2to â€”12, New splice acceptor site?

GATAGCACGGT
1 deL at NT 405â€”411,CFCGGTG Frame-shift, codon 135

del.at NT433-442,GTCATCrTcT Frame-shift,codon145
mut.atNT6Ol,GtoC Codon2Ol,FtoL
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ins. C at NT 772 Frame-shift codon 2583
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2

1
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mut. at NT 416 (C to A)
del.at NT457,C
del.atNT7ll,C

del.at NT471,472,CA
dcl.at NT722,T

Codon 139, S to stop codon
Frame-shift, codon 153
Frame-shift, codon 237

Frame-shift, codon 157
Frame-shift, codon 241

del. at NT 557, A Frame-shift, codon 186

dcl. at NT 396, C
ins. atNT43l,A
dcl. at NT 766, A
mut. at 601, G to C

del. at NT405,C
del.atNT6l8,A

Frame-shift, codon 132
Frame-shift, codon 144
Frame-shift, codon 256
Codon 201, F to L

Frame-shift, codon 135
Frame-shift, codon 206

Figs. 2 and 3. The tumor DNA of case 177 showed abnormal bands mainly occurred in the last one-third region of exons 1, 2, and 3 (Fig. 1).
both in SSCP analysis and heteroduplex analysis (Fig. 2). Sequence Interestingly, the first two-thirds region of exon 1 did not exhibit any
analysis revealed that tumor DNA of case 177 had a deletion of A at mutation, except a polymorphic base change at nucleotide 19 (A to 0).

nucleotide 618 that created a stop codon at codon 229, while 2 other Comparison of VHL Gene Mutation and Pathological Feature.
tumor DNAS showed normal sequence in exon 2 (Fig. 3). Nineteen Human RCCS can be classified to 6 subtypes according to the patho
(86%) of these 22 mutations resulted in the creation of new stop logical classification of Thoenes (8). These types include clear cell
codons and were predicted to produce truncation of the VHL protein. carcinoma, chromophilic cell carcinoma, chromophobe cell carci
The remaining 3 cases resulted in amino acid substitution.The mutations noma, oncocytoma, &llini duct carcinoma, and spindle/pleomorphic

1 _____ 852
! . .@ - .. . I @xon2 @@//â€”@ Exon3

_______________ ________ _________ set 6

Fig.1.Sitesof VHLgenemutationandrangesof PCRwith6 setsof primers.Arrows,22sitesof VHLgenemutationsin primaryhumanRCCs.0, 3 exons; @,untranslatedregion
of exon 3.

Exoni

Â¶

set1 ___________set 3
set2 set4 sets
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Table 2 PCR primer sets for SSCP analysis of VHLgeneSet

Exon PositionSequence of primers

VHL GENE MUTATIONS IN PRIMARY HUMAN RCC

1 Upstream 5'AAATACAGTAACGAGUGGCCTAGC3'
Downstream 5'GTCGACCFCCGTAGTCITCG3'

2 1 Upstream 5'CCTAGCCTCGCCTCCGUACAAC3'
Downstream 5'GTACTCVfCGACGCCTGCCTACC3'

3 1 Upstream 5'TGGTCFGGATCGCGGAGGGAAT3'
Downstream 5'CCCAGCTGGGTCGGGCCTAAGCGCCGGGCCCGT3'

4 1 Upstream 5'CI@GCCCGTATGGC1@CAAmCGM'
Downstream 5'TGCTATCGTCCCTtCFGGGD'

5 2 Upstream 5'GTGGCfCITfAACAACCITfGC3'
Downstream 5'CCTGTAmACCACAACAACmATC3'

6 3 Upstream 5'UCCflGTAC1'GAGACCCFAGT3'
Downstream 5'AGCFGAGATGAAACAGTGTAAGT3'

- -

cell variants. The 47 tumors were classified by the WHO (Mostofi)
and Thoenes' classification (Tables 1 and 3). Pathologists had no
knowledge of results of mutation analysis. This pathological analyses
revealed that all 22 tumors with VHL gene mutation were classified as
clear cell carcinoma (Table 3). No other type of renal tumors showed
VHL gene mutation. Thus, somatic mutations were found in 56% of
all 39 clear cell carcinomas.

Loss of Heterozygosity of the VHL Gene. The result of loss of
heterozygosity of the VHL gene is shown in Table 1. Sixteen (84%) of
19 informative clear cell carcinomas showed LOH of the VHL gene
with restriction endonuclease digestion of PstI or TaqI. In 5 informa
tive non-clear cell carcinomas, LOH was not observed except in
a spindle/pleomorphic cell variant. However, detailed histological
examinations revealed that this case included clear cell carcinoma
components.

Discussion

It is commonly accepted that the accumulations of multiple genetic
changes are essential steps in the progression of human cancers
including RCCs. However, the details of such genetic changes in renal
tumorigenesis are not well understood. Extensive studies on the

, . 4

A C G T

Fig. 3. Sequence analysis of PCR products in 3
renal cell carcinomas. Top abscissa, case numbers
of tumor DNAS.Left ordinate, normal and deleted
sequences. A deletion of nucleotide T is noted in
case 177. Since the sequence shown is that of the
antisense strand, case 177 has a deletion of A at
nucleotide 618 of exon 2 in the VHL gene. Tumor
DNAS of cases 178 and 179 have normal sequence
at exon 2. nt., nucleotide. .-__-u*.__
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177 177 178 179
NCCC

SSCP

Heteroduplex

Fig. 2. SSCP and heteroduplex analyses of DNAS from 3 tumor samples and a normal
kidney. A typical result of SSCP and heteroduplex analysis is shown. Top abscissa, case
numbers. N, normal kidney; C, renal cell carcinoma. PCR and subsequent gel electro
phoresis was performed using primer set 5 that covers exon 2. Cases 177N, 178C, and
179C show normal electrophoresis pattem in SSCP and heteroduplex analysis, whereas
case 177C shows abnormal bands. Arrows, abnormal bands.

loss of heterozygosity revealed that at least 3 separate regions of
chromosome 3p are critical for the development of RCCs (1, 4â€”7).
Fortunately the gene responsible for VHL disease, located at one of
the three regions, was identified (10). The cloned portion of VHL gene
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Table 3 Frequencies ofpathological features versus VI-ILgenemutationPathological

featureVHL

genemutationTotal+

â€”Clearcell22

1739Chromophilic
cell033Chromophobe
cell033Bellini

duct011Pleomorphic
cell011Total22

2547

VHL GENE MUTATIONS IN PRIMARY HUMAN RCC

noma in the tumorigenic pathway of RCC. Further studies with
sufficient renal tumor samples are required to confirm this result.

We attempted to analyze the correlation between tumors with
positive mutation and the pathological grade or stage. In our small
numbers of tumors analyzed, our results showed that VHL gene
mutations were observed irrespective of pathological grade or stage.
This finding suggests that VHL gene mutation may be an early event
in the development of renal cell carcinoma. Since we have not
examined enough tumor samples for statistical analysis, larger scale of
examination is necessary to clarify this problem.

In summary, our finding here suggest that inactivation of the VHL
gene is one of the major molecular mechanisms in the development of
human RCCs, especially in the clear cell type renal cell carcinomas.
Recently Onarra et aL (15) showed similar results in American cases
of human renal cell carcinomas.
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contains 3 exons containing 852 coding nucleotides. It has 2200
nucleotides of the 3'-untranslated region. There might be additional
exons located 5' to exon 1. The size of the protein is still not identified
yet. The existing sequence information of cDNA detected germ line
mutations in 75% of VHL families.4 Previous studies on tumor
suppressor genes showed that various sporadic tumors are character
ized by somatic inactivation of genes responsible for hereditary tumor
syndromes. It was of interest to know to what extent mutations of the
VHL gene are involved in sporadic human renal cell carcinomas.
Therefore we examined primary human sporadic RCCS for somatic
mutations and loss of heterozygosity on the VHL gene. Our results
showed nearly 56% of clear cell carcinomas have somatic mutations
in the VI-IL gene. Since PCR-SSCP analysis is unable to detect all
types of mutations and the whole VHL gene is still not identified, the
actual incidence rate in 1/ilL gene mutation might be greater than
56%. Loss of heterozygosity of the VHL gene was also observed in
84% of clear cell carcinomas.

The mutations mainly occurred in the last one-third region of exons
1, 2, and 3. They were not identified in the first two-thirds region of
the first exon (Fig. 1). This result implies that the VHL gene may have
a fragile region of mutations like the p.5.3 gene, which usually shows
a missense mutation, the so-called hot spot of exons 5â€”9(1 1). Inter
estingly, deletions were are most frequently observed in this study.
The mechanism for the VHL gene mutation might be different from
that in the p53 gene. It is noted that 86% of all mutations caused a
frame-shift that leads to truncation of the gene product.

Several studies have analyzed the correlation of LOH on chromo
some 3p and pathological features in RCCS (12â€”14).Ogawa et a!. (13)
and Anglard et a!. (12) showed that LOH on chromosome 3p are
observed mainly in clear cell carcinoma and in mixed clear cell and
granular cell carcinoma by WHO classification of RCC. These two
types are classified as clear cell carcinoma by Thoenes' classification.
Van Der Haut et a!. (14) observed that LOH on chromosome 3p
occurred only in clear cell carcinoma by Thoenes' classification of
RCC. Here, we analyzed whether the presence of VHL gene mutations
is correlated with any pathological type of RCCs using Thoenes'
classification. Our studies revealed that the tumors with VHL gene
mutation were classified as clear cell carcinoma. Other types of RCCs
did not show any mutations in the VHL gene. Both clear cell and
chromophilic cell types of renal tumors develop from the proximal
tubules of the kidney (8). Because VHL gene mutations were demon
strated in clear cell carcinoma, clear cell carcinoma may have a
genetic background different from that of chromophilic cell carci

4 F. Chen, submitted for publication.
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